Accredited Conformity Assessment Bodies Council

ACAB’c update

59th CA/B Forum F2F Meeting
June 6th to 8th, 2023 - Redmond
AGENDA

1. ACAB’c Working Groups
2. eIDAS2 News
3. Multi Root AAL
4. S/MIME BR Audits
Working Groups @ the council

1. CA/B Forum Working Group (Clemens Wanko, TA GMBH)
2. ETSI ESI Working Group (Andrea Castello, CSQA, Italy)
3. eIDAS and accreditation Working Group (Wolfgang Thöne, TÜVIT)
News

eIDAS 2

- eIDAS 2 in EU-Member State agreement process
- eIDAS 2 release expected end of 2023
- eIDAS 2 structure
  - eID wallet (EUDI)
  - eID schemes (sovereign & private)
  - Trust Services (4 new ones)
    (potential to be removed: electronic ledgers / block chain tech.)
- eIDAS implementation status “EU Digital Identity Wallet - EUDI”
  - common toolbox approach
  - architecture and reference framework v1.1.0 released
ETSI audit and AAL

Audit Attestation Letter templates

- Multi-Root AAL is online at www.acab-c.com
S/MIME BR Audits

CAB’s aligned to support the following approach:

1. S/MIME BR related changes treated according change management procedure established between the CAB and the CA (ETSI EN 319 403-1, clause 7.10).

2. CABs support corresponding audits (point in time) of S/MIME BR related changes before Sept. 1st.

3. AAL and report latest to be issued three month after the last audit day.

4. CA undergoes regular S/MIME BR audit (period of time) throughout the next following audit period.

   This can easily be synced into the CAs general audit schedule to save effort and cost.

CA/TSP duties:

- be sure to get S/MIME BR caused changes discussed with your CAB and covered with a pit-audit by Sept. 1st, 2023 - as far as applicable: severity of change and CABs change mgmt. procedure.

- adopt ETSI TS 119 411-6 policy requirements on S/MIME as soon as released for the next audit!
Questions
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